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Background Despite the proven efficacy of immune checkpoint
inhibitor (ICI) therapy in the recurrent/metastatic setting for
head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), clinical tri-
als of ICI combined with curative-intent therapies have yielded
equivocal results [1–4]. Collectively, this highlights gaps in our
understanding of rational immune oncology (IO) treatment
sequencing and suggests that the efficacy ICI may be disrupted
by standard therapies, which necessarily compromise regional
lymphatics.
Methods We employ a preclinical model of tobacco-signature
HNSCC to identify sequences of therapy that maximize dura-
ble response. By mapping the cervical lymphatic basins in the
mouse, we define patterns of active antitumor immunosurveil-
lance. Additionally, we establish tumors with distinct patterns
of regional lymphatic drainage and develop a murine neck dis-
section (ND) model.
Results We find that cervical lymphatic ablation, with ND or
stereotactic body radiation therapy, in tumor bearing animals
abolishes the response to ICI therapy, significantly impacting
overall survival. Examination of the tumor immune microen-
vironment following ND reveals dramatic changes with a ten-
fold increase in CD45 cells and exclusion of cytotoxic and
antigen-specific lymphocytes. By examining the lymphatics
removed at the time of ND, we find that conventional type I
dendritic cells (cDC1s) and type I interferon (IFN-I) signaling
are significantly increased, suggesting that these effectors are
lost after curative-intent therapy. Depleting IFN-I or cDC1s
blocks the response to ICI similar to lymphatic ablation. We
find that successful primary response to ICI leads to durable
immunity, conferred by systemically distributed memory T
cells, not impaired by delayed ND. Lastly, we discover a
rational IO treatment sequence by delivering neoadjuvant ICI
followed by ND. Neoadjuvant ICI leads to complete tumor
response, accumulation of nodal cDC1, and durable immunity.
Surprisingly, the incidence of nodal metastasis at early time-
points reveals a similar burden of nodal disease between con-
trol and ICI-treated animals that decreases at late timepoints
only with ICI treatment (44% vs 15%, n=25, p=0.033). This
suggests that ICI also drives active immunosurveillance in
regional, tumor-draining lymphatics, challenging the landmark
findings from the definitive clinical trial demonstrating the
benefit of elective versus therapeutic neck dissection for oral
SCC patients with clinically negative necks.
Conclusions This work demonstrates the necessity of preserv-
ing tumor-draining lymphatics during the tumor response to
ICI therapy in HNSCC. Overall, we define rational IO treat-
ment sequences to achieve optimal primary tumor response,
durable antitumor immunity and immunosurveillance of
regional metastatic disease. These findings can inform future
clinical trials investigating combination IO therapy and treat-
ment sequencing.
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